CAPTURE CLIENT

SECURING YOUR VIDEO EVIDENCE
The Essa capture Client is based around robust hardware which provides the platform
for the “capture client” video evidence recorder. Evidential video is recorded in the best
quality in industry MPEG4 or H.264 formats. The video is stored on RAID configured
drives to help protect data in all circumstances.
The Essa attended CCTV capture station and video management suite provides a means of using an existing
CCTV solution for the purpose of enforcement of moving traffic violations, bus lane enforcement, enforcing
yellow box infringements and in turn providing evidence packs to the notice processing provider.

Use of the Essa “Capture Client” via the supplied Touch Screen which can replace or provide an additional viewing
monitor as well as the ‘Spot Monitor’ when upgrading an existing CCTV monitor.
Contraventions that have been highlighted by the front line operator are passed through to the review client for
verification of the contravention by a senior operator.
The Essa “Capture Client” software provisions highly efficient targeting of parking, bus lane and moving traffic
contraventions. The software contains instructional operator guides, logical access for operators, key procedure
reminders for operators to ensure the most correct and accurate evidence possible to enable PCN issue.

Key Features

- Extremely Secure evidence
- Straight forward, intuitive GUI
- Evidential quality video
- Simple and effective contravention capture
- HGV / Commercial loading contraventions fixed time recordings
- Corroborative evidence of Signs and Lines
- Automatic Operator Guidance
- Transferral of evidence to PCN
- Forms part of VCA certified solution

- Hierarchical Log-on
- Can utilise touchscreen or LCD Monitors
- HGV / commercial loading/unloading staggered
- MPEG4 or H.264 Digital Video Recording
- Tagging of suspected or actual contraventions
- Instructional Data for users
- Notice Processing System interfaces
- Audit Trail of all user activity
- Local and centralised recording
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